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ABSTRACT 
Let 1, / be intervals such that 0 E 1 n J. Let M,n be the algebra of all m X m 
complex matrices, and let M,(I) be the set of all hermitian members of M, whose 
spectrum is contained in I. Let r,,, be the set of all hermitian projections in M,. 
We give a complete characterization of the set of functions f : I X J + R which 
satisfy the inequality (P 8 Q)f(PAP, QBQ)(P @ 0) < (P Q Q>f<A, BXP 8 Q> for 
all A E M,(I), B E M,(J), P E nm,,,, Q E rn. We also generalize some results on 
matrix convexity of functions of one variable to the case of functions of two variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 
For m E N, let M, be the algebra of all m X ‘rn complex matrices and 
Q c M, the set of all (hermitian) projections in M,,L. Let Z be an interval in 
R. We denote by M,( I> th e set of all hermitian members of M, whose 
spectrum is contained in I. (See Ando [I] or Donoghue [4].) Let f be a 
function of a real variable x in 1. Let A = Cy! 1 Ai P, be the spectral 
resolution of an element A of M,(Z). As usual, we define f(A) as f(A) = 
Cy!, f(hi)Pi. A function f: Z * R is called matrix monotone if for m E N, 
A, 23 E n/r,(Z) with A Q B we have f< A) <f(B) [4,8]. Likewise f is called 
matrix convex if for m E N, A, Z? E M,(Z), we have f(tA + (1 - t)B) < 
tf( A) + (1 - t)f(B) for all 0 Q t < 1. A function f : I * R is called matrix 
concave if -f is matrix convex. The corresponding notions of operator 
monotonicity, operator convexity, and operator concavity are defined by 
replacing the operator algebra M, with the operator algebra B( H ) [I]. 
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1.2 
Let m, n E N, and let I, J be intervals in R. Let f be a real-valued 
function of two real variables x and y, x E I, y E 1. Let A E M,(Z), 
B E Mn(J) have spectral resolutions A = Cy! 1 hi Pi, B = Cyl 1 pjQj. Then 
f(A, B) is the matrix f(A, B) = CyLi Cyl, f(X,, pj>Pi 8 Qj. (See Koranyi 
k31.) 
We will write the 2 X 2 block matrix 
as A 8 E,, + B @ E,, + C @ E,, + D @ E,,; the matrix A @ E,, + B 8 
E,, will be denoted as A @ B. 
We now give some new definitions and examples. Let I, J be intervals in 
R. A function f : Z X J + R is called matrix convex if 
f(O,, 4) + (1 - t>(A,, 4)) G ?f(A,, 6) + (1 - t>f(A,, f4) 
for all A,, A, E M,(Z), B,, B, E M,(J), 0 < t < 1, and m, n E N. A func- 
tion f : I x J -a R is called matrix convex in the first variable if 
f(t( A,, B) + (1 - t)(Az> B)) G tf(A,> B) + (1 - t>f(A,, B) 
for all A,, A, E M,(Z), B E M,(J), 0 < t < 1, and m, n E N. The matrix 
convexity in the second variable is defined in the same way. A function 
f : Z x J + R is called separately matrix convex if it is matrix convex in each 
variable separately. A function f : I X I --f R is called diagonally matrix 
convex if 
f(t(A, A) + (1 -t)(B,B)) <tf(A, A) + (1 -t)f(B>B) 
for all A, B E M,(Z), 0 < t < 1, and m E N. Corresponding notions of 
matrix concavity can be defined as usual. 
It is clear that every matrix convex function on Z X Z is separately matrix 
convex as well as diagonally matrix convex. The function f(r, y) = xy on 
R X R is separately matrix convex. However, it is not diagonally matrix 
convex, and hence cannot be matrix convex. In Section 3 we shall show that 
every diagonally matrix convex function on Z X I is matrix convex and give a 
large class of matrix convex functions. 
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1.3 
In [2] Davis characterized operator convex functions in terms of a 
Schwam inequality as follows: 
THEOREM A. A real-valued continuous function f dejked on an inter- 
val I containing 0 is operator convex if and only if Pf(PAP)P < Pf( A)P 
for all bounded linear hermitian operators A with spectrum in I and for all 
orthogonal projections P. 
In Section 2 we give a characterization of functions f defined on Z x J, 
0 E Z n J, which satisfy the inequality 
(P @ Q)f(PAP, QBQ)(P @ 0) G (P @ Q)f( A, B)(P @ 0) 
for all A E M,(I), B E M,(J), P E r,, Q E q, and m, ?a E N. These 
turn out to be separately matrix convex functions. 
In Section 3 we will use, and generalize, the following result from [I]. 
THEOREM B. Let p, q, p’, q’ be nonnegative real numbers such 
that p + q < 1 and p’ Q q’ - 1 < 1. Let I = (0, m), and let g, h be func- 
tions from I into I which are matrix monotone. Then the functions cP~ 4 
(x, y) = --XI’ yq, I,$,,~,(x, y> = x0’yq’, and f(x, y) = [g(x)l-‘[h( yll” 
are all diagonally matrix convex. 
2. SEPARATE MATRIX CONVEXITY AND A SCHWARZ 
INEQUALITY 
We begin with a few lemmas. The first two of these are two variables 
analogous to Fact 1 and Fact 2 of [2]. These can be easily proved using the 
definitions and the spectral theorem. Throughout the section I, J denote 
intervals in R, and f a real-valued function defined on Z X J. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let m, n E N, 0 E I n J, A E M,,,(I), B E M,( J>. Let 
P E rr,, Q E IT,, be projections commuting with A and B respectively. Then 
(P @ Q)f(PAP, QBQ)(P @ Q) = (P @ Q>f(A, B)(P @ 0). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let m, n E N, A E M,(Z), B E M,(J). Let U, V be 
unitary matrices in M,,, M, respectively. Then 
f(U*AU,V*BV) = (U 8 V)*f( A, B)(U @ V). 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let m, n E N, (Y E I, /3 e J, Xl, X2 E M,(Z), Y,, Yz E 
M,,(J), A,, A, E M,, B,, B, E M,. Then 
xf(x, @ aZ,>Y, @ PZ,)[(A, @ 0) @ (B, @ O)] 
+ [(A; @ 0) Q (B:: @ O)]f( X, @ ffh,,, Y, @ PL) 
x [( A, @ 0) @ ( B, @ O)] + [( A; @ 0) @ ( B,* @ 0)] 
LEMMA 2.4. Let m, n, p, q E N, (Y E I, P E J. Zf for some 1 G 
r < k, A, E M,, X, E M,(Z), B, E M,, Y, E M,,(J 1 and fir s0m.e 
1 G s G 1, C, E M,, W, E M,(Z), D,y E M,,, 2, E M,(J) one has 
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then 
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i (4 @ B,)*f(Xr,Y,)(A, @ B,) 
r=l 
Proof. It suffices to show that for m, n, p, q E N, CY E I, P E J, A E 
M,, X E M,(Z), B E M,, Y E M,(J), x1, x2 E C”, and Y1, y2 E C”, 
=([(A @ B)*f(X,Y)(A @ Wl(% @ Yl>> x2 @ Yz). (1) 
Let X = C,m_’ 1 Ai Pi, Y = C,“l 1 pjQj be the spectral resolutions of X and Y 
respectively. Thus X @ alp = Cy! ,hi(Pj CB 0) + a(0 @ I,>, and Y &t PZ, = 
CyL1 $Qi @ 0) + p(O @ Z,). Therefore 
+ gf(hja P)(‘i @ O> @ (O @ ‘4) 
i=l 
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Thus the left-hand side of (1) is 
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= 5 gf(Ai, /..L$( A*f’,A)x,> x3((B*QjB)Yl, z> 
i=l j=l 
A 8 B)*(P, 6s Q,)( A 8 B)] 
i=l j=l 
X(x, @ Yl)T x2 @ Y2) 
=([(A~B)*f(X,Y)(A~~)](x,~yy,),x,~y~. n 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 1, J be intervals in R such that 0 E I f’ J, and let f 
be a real-valued function defined on 1 X J. Then f is separately matrix convex 
if and only if 
(P@Q)f(PAP,QBQ)(P@Q) G(P@Q)f(AJ)(P@Q) (2) 
for all A E M,,(Z), B E M,(J ), P E r ,,,, Q E m,,, and m, n E N. 
Proof. Assume that f is separately matrix convex. Let 77~, n E N. We 
shall first show that for A E M,( I>, B E M,,(J >, P E rr,,nl 
(P 8 I,)f( PAP, B)( F’ @ I,> < (P Q I,>f( A, B)( P @ 1,). 
We follow the proof of Theorem 5 in [3]. Let g = I,, - P. Then 
PAP + l?Aij=~(p+~)~(p+P)+~(~-F)A(p-P) 
= $A + +VAV, 
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where V = P - i is unitary. Thus 
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f( PAP + PAF, B) =f(iA + #IV, B) 
< ;f( A, B) + +j(VAV, B) 
= if< A, B) + +(V 8 Z,)f( A, B)(V @ Z,), 
using Lemma 2.2. Consequently, 
(P @ Z,)f( PAP + @A$, B)( P 8 Z,) < $( P 8 Zn)f( A, B)( P @ Z,) 
+ +( PV @ Z,)f( A, B)( PV @ I,) 
= (P @ Z,>f( A, B)(P @ Z,). 
Since P( PAP + PAP) = (PAP f 6A?) P = PAP, using Lemma 2.1, we have 
(P @ Z,)f( PAP, B)( P @ Z,) < (P @ I,)f( A, B)( P @ I,). (3) 
Similarly, we may show that for A E M,(Z), B E M,(J), Q E r*, 
(Z, @ QlfW QBQWm @ Q> G CL, @ Q)f(A, B)(L @ Q). (4) 
Thus for A E M,(Z), B E M,(J), P E rm, Q E vrn, we have 
(P @ Q)_W’AP~ QBQ)@’ @ Q) 
= CL, @ Q)[U’ @ L)P(PAP~ QBQW @ k)l(L @ Q) 
Q CL, @ Q)[V @ L>f(A, QBQW @ L>I(L @ Q) 
= (P @ L>[(L @ Q>f(A, QBQ)(L @ Q)](P @ 4,) 
=G (P @ C)[(L Q Q>f(A, B)(L Q Q)l(J’ @ h> 
= (P @ Q)f(A, B)(P @ Q)l 
using the inequalities (3) and (4). 
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Conversely, assume that the inequality (2) holds. Let m, n E N, A,, 
A, E M,,(Z), B E M,(J), and 0 < t < 1. Consider the matrices U = 
\ltZ, 8 E,, - - \/l - t Z, @ E,, + J1_tZ, @ E,, + I&Z,,, 8 E,,, 
P=Z,,@O, X=A,@A,,andQ=Z,@O,Y=B@O.ThenUisunitary, 
P E rzm, Q E ~a,,> and PU*XUP = [tA, + (1 - t)A,] EB 0. In view of the 
inequality (2), we have 
(P@ Q)~(PU*XUP,QYQ)(P@J Q) <(P@ Q)_f(U*XU,Y)(P@ Q). 
Using Lemma 2.2, the right-hand side of the above inequality is seen to be 
equal to CPU* @ Q)f<X, Y >(UP 8 Q>. So 
[(Zm @ 0) @ (I, @ O)]f([& + (1 - t)A,] @ 0, B @ 0) 
using Lemma 2.3. Then applying Lemma 2.4, one gets 
.@A, + (1 - t)A,, B) 6 tf( A,, B) + (1 - t)f( A,, B). 
The convexity in the other variable is proved similarly. n 
REMARK 2.6. If the function f satisfies the normalizing condition 
fkO> = 0 =fCO, y) f or x E I, y E J, then for A E M,(Z), B E M,(J), 
and projections P E rr,, Q E rr,,, we have the equality f<PAP, QBQ) = (P 
8 Q>f(PAP, QBQXP @ Q>. C onsequently, the inequality in Theorem 2.5 
can be written in the form 
In view of Lemma 2.1, 
(f’ 8 @)f(P& QBQ) = (@ @ Q)f( PAP, QBQ)(g @ 6) 
= (F k3 Q)f( PPAPP, QQBQ@)( F 8 0) = 0. 
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That is, 
+ (P @ Q)f( PAP, QBQ) = 0. (5) 
Also, (P @ Z,,>f(PAP, QBQ> = f<PAP, QBQ), since (g 8 Z,)f(PAP, 
QBQ> = 0. Similarly (I,, ~3 Q>f(PAP, QZ?Q) =f(PAP, QBQ), Substituting 
in (5), we get 
f(f’Ap, PQ) = (p @ Q)f(PAPa QV) 
= (p @ Q)f(PAPa QBQ)(P @ Q). 
We now prove an analogue of Theorem 2.1 of [5]. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let 0 < CY, fi < ~0 be real numbers, and let f be a 
real-valued function dejned on [O, (Y) X [O, p > satisfying f(x, 0) = 0 = 
f(0, y). Then th e o f 11 owing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f is separately matrix convex. 
(ii> f(PAP, QBQ> < (P 8 Q>f(A, B)(P 8 Q> for A E M,([O, (Y)), 
B E M,UO, P >I, P E r”,, Q E TV,, m, n E N. 
(iii) f(X*AX,Y*BY) < (X @ Y>*f(A, B)(X @ Y) for A E M,([O, a>>, 
B E M,([O, p>>, X E M,, Y E M, with IIXII Q 1, IIYII G 1, m, n E N. 
(iv> 
f( X:A,X, + X;A, X,, YTB,Y, + Y;B,Y,) 
Q (x, @ Y,)*f(A,, 4)(x, * Y,) 
+(x1 @ Y,)*f(A,, z&)(X, @ Y,) 
+(x2 @ Y,)*f(A,, %)(X2 @ Y,) 
+(x2 @ Y,)*f(A,, %)(X2 @ YZ) 
for A,, A, E M,([O, a)>, B,, B, E M,,UO, P)), and xl, XZ E Mm, Y,, YZ E 
M,, with x:x1 + X,*X, G z,, Y:Y, + Y,*Y, G z,, m, n E N. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.6 it can be seen that condition 
(i) implies (ii). 
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Suppose condition (ii) is satisfied. Let A E M,([O, a>), B E M,([O, PI), 
XEM,,YEM, with I( XII G 1, IIY II < 1. As in the proof of 15, Theorem 
2.11, we put A’ = A @ 0, U = X Q E,, + W @ E,, + 2 @ E,, - X* @ E,,, 
P = I,,, @ 0, and B’ = B @ 0, V = Y 8 E,, + W’ 8 E,, + Z’ 8 E,, - 
Y*c3EE,,, Q=I,@O, where W = (I, - XX*)“‘, Z = (Z, - X*X)“‘, 
W’ = (I, - YY*)l/‘, and Z’ = (I, - Y*Y)r/‘. Then U and V are unitary 
and PU*A’UP = X*AX @ 0, QV*B’VQ = Y*BY 63 0. Using Lemma 2.1 
and Lemma 2.3, we have 
f(X*AX @ O,Y*BY @ 0) =f(PU*A’UP,QV*B’VQ) 
< (P 8 Q)f( U*A’U, V”B’V)( P @ Q) 
= (P 8 Q)(U 8 V)*f( A’, B’)(U 8 V)(P @ Q) 
= (UP @ VQ)*f( A’, B’)( UP 63 VQ) 
= [(X* @ E,, + Z 8 E,,) 
@(Y* @ El, + Z’ 8 E,,)] 
xf(A@O,B@O)[(X@EE,,+Z@EE,,) 
8 (Y @ E,, + Z’ 8 E,,)] 
By Lemma 2.4 this is seen to imply (iii). 
Suppose condition (iii> holds. Let A,, A, E M,([O, a>>, B,, B, E 
M,([O, P )>. Let X,, X2 E M,, Y,, Y, E M, be such that X:X, + X:X, < 
Z mr YFY, + Y,yY, < z,. Consider the matrices S = X, 8 E,, + X, 8 
E , U = A, @ A,, T = Y, @ E,, + Y, @ E,,, V = B, @ B,. We observe 
th% S*S < I, @ 0 and T*T < I, @ 0. Moreover S*US = (X:A,X, + 
X:A,X,) @ 0 and T*VT = (Y:B,Y, + Y:B2Y2) ~3 0. Consequently, using 
(iii), we get 
f(( X,*A,X, + X;A,X,) 83 0, (Y;B,Y, + Y,*B,Y,) @ 0) 
< [(X: @ E,, + X; @ E,,) @ (Y: @ E,, + Y,* @ E,,)] 
Xf( A, @ A,, B, @ B&X, @ E,, + X, @ E,,) 
@(Y, @ E,, + Y, @ Ed]. 
Then from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 one obtains (iv). 
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Finally, suppose (iv) is true. Let A,, A2 E M,([O, a)>, B E M,([O, P>>. 
Set X, = &I,, X, = ,/mZmr Y, = Yz = I,,, B, = B, B, = 0 in (iv> 
to obtain f(tA, + (1 - t)A,, B) G tf(A,, B) + (1 - t)f(A,, B). Simh-ly 
we get f(A, tB, + (1 - t)B,) < tf(A, B,) + (1 - t)f(A, B,) for A E 
M,([O, a>), B,, B, E M,([O, PI>, m, n E N. n 
REMARK 2.8. Theorem 2.7 is not true if the function f does not satisfy 
the normalizing condition f(x, 0) = 0 = f(0, y). The function f(x, y> = 
x + y on R X R is matrix convex, but it does not satisfy inequality (ii> in 
Theorem 2.7. 
3. DIAGONAL MATRIX CONVEXITY AND A CLASS OF MATRIX 
CONVEX FUNCTIONS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Z be an interval in R, and let f be a real-valued 
function &fined on 1 X I. Then f is matrix convex if and orzly iff is diagonally 
matrix convex. 
Proof. The “only if’ part is trivial. For the “if’ part note that for 
A, B E M,,(Z) and for 0 < t ,< 1 
f(t( A, A) + (1 - t)(B, B)) < tf‘( A> A) + (1 - t>f(B> B). 
Now let A,, A2 E M,(Z), B,, B, E M,(Z). Putting A = A, @ B,, B = 
A, @ B, in the last inequality, we get 
f(t(A, @ B,) + (1 - t)(Az @ Bz)>t(Al @ B,) + (1 - t)(A, @ B,)) 
< tf( A, @ B,, A, @ B,) + (1 - t>f( A, @ B,, A, @ B,). 
On multiplying the last inequality on the left by (I,, @ 0) 8 (I, 8 E,,) and 
on the right by (I,, @ O> @ (I, 8 E,,), and applying a variant of Lemma 2.3, 
one obtains 
xf([tA, + (1 - t)A2] CD CYZ,. [tB, + (1 - t)B,] B, (YZ,) 
X[(Z, @ 0) @ (Z, @ 0)] Q t[(Z,n @ 0) @ (Zn @ 0)] 
xf(A, @ aZrz> B, @ aZ,,)kZm @ 0) Q1 (Z, @ 0)] 
+(l - t)[(Zm @ 0) 8 (I,, @ O)]f(A, CD (YZ,, B, @ (YZ,) 
XKZm @ 0) Q (Z, @ 0% 
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Then an application of Lemma 2.4 gives the desired inequality, 
The following theorem is obtained as an immediate consequence of the 
above theorem and is a generalization of The&ems B cited in Section 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let p, q, p ‘, q ’ be nonnegative real numbers such that 
p + q < 1 and p’ B q’ - 1 < 1. Let I = (0, co), and let g, h be functions 
from Z into itself which are matrix monotone. Then the functions c& ‘I 
‘1 
(x, y) = -xPyq, IG;,,,dx, y) = x-P’y9’, and f(x, y> = [g(x)l-‘[h(y)l- 
are all matrix convex. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let g and h be functions from (0, a) to itself which 
are matrix monotone. Then the function f(x, y> = g(x-‘)h(y-I> is matrix 
convex. 
Proof. Let g, and h, be functions on (0, w) given by gl( x) = 
[g(x-‘)I-‘, h,(y) = [h(y-‘)I-‘. Then by [l, Lemma 111.2] g, and h, are 
matrix monotone. An appeal to Theorem 3.2 completes the proof. w 
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